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C.C. Chapman

Foreword

Internet Operates like a small town

Building a
community

Isn't something
that you can...

force

buy

magically make
happen faster than it
naturally wants to

Be the perfect mix of...

cheerleader

scout master

army general

Don't be constantly
selling

shilling

Figure out how to...

help others

tell them stories

share openly
everything you know

People want to...

connect with
people that...

they aspire to be like

who they can approach
directly

without hesitation

feel...
welcomed

amazed

Be yourself and humanShare all sides of yourself

Inspire
Inspire people to the point
that they can’t not talk about
you to their friends and followers

Nurture your immediate network

Reach out and bring in your extended network

Find a mentor who challenges you

Every single person matters



Danny Iny

My Story of Engagement
from Scratch

Epic Shit

Write things that make people think

Inspire people

Change lives

Create value

Blow people away with your usefulness

Create content that you would expect people to pay for

Critial Mass

If you show it to three people:

one won’t look

one will read it and do nothing

the third might tell three
friends, but those three friends
probably won’t listen

You need to have a certain amount of
attention for there to be a critical mass

Write guest posts

Reach out to your network for help

Action People must also share it

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

Guru Strategies
Don't Work

Start at the
beginning

Work your way up

Skyhooks don't exist Use smaller cranes

Start with something small to
effectively close the distance

Fastest way
to get big

Using the strategy that naturally fits
with your current stage of growth

The more your strategy is tailored to
your current stage of growth, the faster
you’ll outgrow it and be ready for the
next one

Stages to grow an online audience

1. Truly awesome content

2. Build your community

3. Be everywhere
4. Get viral

RelationshipsTake them offline
Email

Phone

Freddy Krueger
of Blogging

Lists posts

Easiest way to break
into a big blog

Perform well

Exhausting to produce

Make a list of blogs you want to
guest post on

The value of guest posts
increases exponentially with the
number of concurrent posts that
you write.

Result
You will avoid losing momentum
between posts

People will start talking about you

Audience

It's more than the sum of the
strategies and tactics that brought
its constituent members together

A living and breathing entity
that ties real people together



Alexander
Osterwalder

The Audience and the
Business Model
New and innovative ideas can
work as long as you’re meeting
real audience needs.

Freemium
mindset

Share your...

thoughts

knowledge

research

On...

Twitter

Facebook

SlideShare

Give good content away for free

Generate income with other related applications

Remain focused on your expertise

Books...

are still symbolically important

carry more weight than...
a popular blog

a Twitter feed

legitimize your message

give you a strong foundation to work from

Having an audience
is about...

sharing ideas

testing ideas

getting feedback on ideas

developing new ideas

profitWhat is your audience for?

Reaching out to people?

Acquiring them?

Selling to them?

Promotion?

Development?

Support?

Business
model
canvas

Key partners

Key activities

Key resources

Value propositions

Customer relationships

Channels

Customer segments

Cost structure

Revenue streams

Quality of your
website design

Enhances your credibility

Gives your users the
confidence in your skills

Make sure your design is
as good as your content



Brian Clark

Build the Audience,
Opportunity Will Come
If you listen, your audience will
tell you what to create.

To build an audience
Teach people something valuable

Entertain people

Success comes from content

Great headlines

Focused landing pages

Search engine optimization

Email marketing

When you have an audience

You never have to rely on anyone else
to do your marketing for you

People will seek you out with
amazing opportunities

Online content
A form of advertising that
attracts people with valuable
information

Engagement is NOT enough

The ultimate metric is conversion

Provide free value by telling a
story that leads to a solution that
happens to cost money

Social Media

Develop an audience relationship with
people who find value in your content,
and make it available to them to use
and share

Examples

Commenting on blogs

voting at a social new site

sharing on...
Facebook

Twitter

It can help you figure out
what to create

Interactions with your readers

Questions they ask

Emails they send you

Real-time
marketing
research

People express their...

problems

desires

needs

Listen before you start talking

Produce something people want and will
be willing to buy

You create relationships through engagement

Have a transparent agenda

Plan what you want to achieve

Create a content strategy that gets you there

Have an editorial calendar

Not every post has an agenda but every post
fits into the overall goal of generating more
conversions by creating more value for and
trust with the audience

Free content works
Measure conversion rather than engagement

Engagement without conversion is useless

Email remains the top online conversion channel



Danny Brown

Build Your Goals First
Have a laser-focused
understanding of who your
audience is and what you want
from them.

An engaged audience is...

blog readers

email list

visitors to a sales page

listeners to your podcast

social network community

Why build an audience?

Participate?
through an offer

download a product

Interact?

comments on a blog

tweets

Google+ conversations

It doesn't need to be about the sale

Have a place to put your ideas out

Have others respond to them

Encourage further conversation

Their view is just as important as yours

Keep your
viewpoints
honest

Even if it means pissing off people you write about

Your audience can learn exactly how you
feel about something

Platform to share their frustrations

Guest posts
Target those you feel can bring
something amazing to you and your
readers

Changes I
would have
made

Post less frequently

Be more
honest

Not be afraid to speak honestly

Writing openly about bad practices

Calling out bullshit

Not be so
closed off

Engagement comes in all shapes and sizes

True engagement allows the discussion
to expand in all directions

Get active sooner on...
Facebook

Google+

Learn...

who your audience is

what they want to read

where they prefer to converse

how to be open

that you're never 100% correct



These tools are
a megaphone

Guy Kawasaki

99 Happy People
Understand and apply the three
pillars of enchantment: likeability,
trustworthiness, and quality.

Pillars of enchantment

Likeability

If people don't like you, they won't listen to you

People prefer to do business with people they like

Send a friendly greeting when you meet someone online

Trustworthiness

Do what you say you're going to do
when you say you're going to do it

Trust others first

Deal fairly with everyone you meet

Make your conflicts of interest visible to people

Quality

What you produce must be worth...

reading

buying

spending time thinking about

DICEE

Deep

Intelligente

Complete

Empowering

Elegant

Apply the pillars

Social-media tools

Twitter

Link economy

Share great content
Your own

That of others

Facebook
is...

Picture economy

Forum

Engagement and sharing tool

Thread conversations with people

Google+
The Wild, Wild West

Facebook on steroids

Social media means...

social

free-flowing

ever changing

malleable for each person's style



Mark W. Schaefer

Community through
Tenacity
Building a great community is
just the beginning…

Strike hard with originality
Like a child

Honest

blind to politics

playful

Pure expression of what is on your mind

Fight "sameness"

Early
promotion

Use links to blog posts to help
answer questions in LinkedIn forums

Be an active participant in other blogs

Promote your blog
everywhere you would leave
your email address

Business cards

Signature line

Help support your audience
Their blog

Their Twitter efforts

Ask for help
Send a link to bloggers you admire and
ask them for feedback (i.e. a tweet)

Show gratitude
Write personal notes thanking
people for their help

Take a human viewTreat people like people

Be
involved

Thoughtfully respond to each comment

It encourages people to be involved

Host a
human
blog

Admit you're...

wrong

tired

confused

Have the courage to be humble

There is strength in weakness

Blog tenaciously

Quality and consistency

Content is the currency of the social web

Consistent, compelling, relevant
and entertaining content



Mitch Joel

Be Damn Interesting
Your audience does not have to
be your client base, but your
client base must be a
part of your audience.

The act/art of writing

How you turn a thought or theory into
something you can use with your clients

A problem solving and critical thinking exercise

A way to exorcise your internal
demons and personal challenges

It leads to greater clarity and understanding

Do great work

Figure out your process

Why do you write?

Be sincere

Come from a place of real passion

Your ability to communicate and
engage with people is the only
thing that limits your message

Be awesome

Awesome

It can't be defined Everything is subjective

John Lennon's song
"Imagine"

Something about it
connected with people

There is already
an established
online community
in your field

Get out there and get involved in it

Comment on their work

Share it with your audience

Reach out and get to know them

Add value to their community

Start with 2 or 3 blogs
and leave comments

Offer
valuable
insights

Use Twitter and Facebook to
communicate with your audience

Real
relationships

You need a real relationship or content so
fantastic they can’t keep it to themselves

Bloggers or business owners can
connect directly and have a relationship
with their audience

Your audience needs a reason beyond just
your product or service to engage with you

How to drive traffic and gain readers

Paid online advertising

Link building

Link exchanging

Traditional media



Randy Komisar

An Unlikely Audience
Authenticity is everything.

Why an audience?

Share ideas?

Stimulate and provoke thinking?

Work on new ventures?

An ego thing?

A vanity play?

Numbers?

Clout?

Influence?

Economics?

Having an authentic experience
and sharing it with people?

What is an
audience?

Affinity group of diverse people
with overlapping goals and
perspectives

You have an obligation to meet
their standards

They're not followers, they're participants

Affinity
Your audience finds an affinity
with you and what you're saying

You connect based on that affinity

Authenticity

Present yourself to them naked

Express
yourself

vision

Life is about writing one true sentence

Re-discovering

Every generation needs to
rediscover truths for themselves

As writers and teachers we most
often don't invent the truths, we
experience them and share
them, giving our audience the
advantage of "discovering" these
insights for themselves

The writer's role
Translating life experiences into something
that other people can relate to

Social
media

Free entrance
to all

Everyone has the same opportunities

Fewer gatekeepers now than ever

No real barriers in the marketplace for ideas

Build your
audience

Create a strong affinity group

Start with content

Your audience will choose you

Get that content to them

The celebrity route
Treat your audience as currency

Target them in a commercial way

An ego thing

Counting followers

Trying to grow the number as large as possible

It will make you feel important

It will just continually feed the beast

You'll be increasing your audience only
for the sake of seeing it get bigger



Stuart Mills

There Is No Set Path
There is no “one-size-fits-all” way
to build an audience.

Audience
The heartbeat and the very essence of blogging

If there's no audience, there is no blog

Illusion of the set path
There is no...

set path

set of rules

magic code

5-step proces

Figure it out for yourself

Cross-referencing

Take what you can in terms of
simple tips and advice

Cross-reference your own
journey against theirs and see if
there's anything you can learn

Don't take everything they
did for granted

Lear your own...
techniques

methods

Use what is useful and discard what isn't

Get out there

Venture over to other blogs often

Meet new bloggers
Read their posts

Leave comments

Build new relationships

Leave an introductory comment

Use social media

Tools

Twitter

Facebook

Google+

Digg

StumbleUpon

LinkedIn

Reddit

Delicious

Don't let it take over the
running of your life

Limit yourself to 5 platforms

Write wantable content

Create content that is likely to
attract au audience

Satisfy your readers

Make your content interesting
and engaging

Expand your reach
Reach out into new niches

Meet new people

Get different perspectives



Anita Campbell

Engaged Community,
from Scratch
Online communities revolve
around shared interest; know who
your audience is, and
what they want.

Define your ideal target
audience
- the more detailed and specific, the better
- Adjust your definition as you go along

Consumer

Age

Gender

Location

Education level

Occupation

Title

Annual income

Interests

Hobbies

Needs

Wants

Relationship with you and your business

Business

Industry

Type of business

Location

Annual revenues

Number of employees

Title of the community member

Demographics of the
community member

Age

Gender

...

Needs

Wants

Relationship with you and your business

Decide where
your community
will reside online

Social
media
platforms

such as...

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Google+

Upsides
People are already participating on such platforms

Easier to attract community members
than on a site of your own

Downsides

If the social platform changes its rules or
falls out of vogue, you can be out of luck

It can be quick to desert if
it's no longer the "in" place

Software on your domain

such as...

Ning

BuddyPress

VBulletin

Upsides
Most control of your destiny

You can monetize your community
better through sales

Combine both approaches
Reach out to people on social platforms

Draw them back to your home base

It's not
about you

Moderation

Talk about what's new in your life and
business in moderation

Some personal details and
inside-the-business information make
things interesting

People like to...

talk, not be talked at

talk about themselves

talk about what interests them

Shape your
community around
something beyond
you

Make it revolve around a shared interest,
motivation or hobby

Meet their wants or needs

Facebook
fan page

Engage
Polls

Ask open-ended questions

Share...
informationfrom outside your blog

insights

Don't constantly pitch your products

Recognize certain fans

Talk about your fans

Offer special exclusive content

Newton's
law of
inertia

First 6 months

It's up to the organizer to get the
community off the ground

Intensive and extra effort

You will
need

Marketing plan

Community leader

Extra engagement effort

Team of moderators or
other key members

Ongoing

Active
shepherding

Not allowing anything to interrupt its
growth momentum

Don't need as much effort into getting
people to participate and keeping things
going

Deepening the quality of the
engagement and the value participants
experience

Dream big dreams,
set small goals

Dream how large and active you want
your community to be in 3 or 5 years

Set monthly goals



Marlee Ward

How to Suck at Building an
Engaged Audience
You have to nurture your audience
for it to grow.

Have a specific
purpose for
your blog

Be clear about why you are
publishing content

Know who you are serving

Know how you serve them

Appeal to a
limited group
of people

Learn to speak your audience's language

Communicate the shared...

vision

message

passion

Law of
reciprocity

People will be eager to help you
when you have helped them first

Support them first, and they
will support you

Give sincerely
Take interest in
your readers as
individuals

Reply to comments

Make connections on social networks

Build real
relationships
with your first 15
connections

Learn...

who they are

what they do

why they like your work

Engage
with them
privatelyEmail them personally

Show who you
really are

Be thoughtfully transparent
from the get-go

You will attract
people who share or
relate to your...

perspective

philosophies

interests

experiences

Make your content
about them

Promote your products and
services appropriately

People come to your
business/blog because of what
you can offer

Help them

Teach them

Inspire them

Empower them



Tristan Higbee

All You Need Is Love
All you need is love… love is all
you need.

Love
your
people

Think of
your
website
as a store

Shake hands

Strke up conversations with passers-by

Invite people in to see what you've got to offer

Make sure they find everything they need

Offer them assistance and suggestions

Help them find what they're looking for

When they leave, thank them and invite them back

Show them you care

Reply to every comment

When it's someone's first
first time on your blog

Say hi to them

Welcome them

Reply to emails promptly

When someone
leaves an
awesome
comment

Email them and say thanks

Email your top commentors

Email those who promoted your
posts the most

Interact with
your readers

Comment on their blogs

Chat with them on...
Twitter

Google+

Like and comment on their YouTube videos

Do favors
for people

Be generous with your social media sharing

Retweet posts

Link to other people's blogs and posts

Make
people
love you

When people love
you, they...

respect what you have to say

trust you

engage with you

want your help

seek your opinion

share your content

buy from you

How?

Create
unique
content

Conduct case studies

Interview people

Cover a topic from a new angle

Come up with brand new ideas
and new ways of doing/looking at
things

Write based on your own
personal experiences

Talk about things that other people
aren't talking about

Use different media

Be fiercely opinionated and
justify your opinions

Be
yourself

Write the way you speak

Let your personality shine through

Encourage them to
engage with you

Ask specific, direct questions at the ends of blog posts

Give them plenty of reasons to interact with you



The Blog Tyrant

It’s like Starting a Riot in
London
If you can genuinely help people,
you’ll win their loyal support.

Emotional/psychological
triggers

Missing out on something
It increases their motivation

Offer something that is worth wanting

Being part of something exclusive

People need to be part of a group

Offer limited rewards

Mobilize around a specific cause

Making a profit
Help them make more money

You will get their loyal support

Applying these
lessons your my
websites

Write massively long posts
2000+ words

Give away huge amounts of
information for free

Write them once a month

Close comments after two weeks

Promise people you will reply to every single comment you get

Funnel back those posts to your site's regular themes

Create a free eBook

Write useful guest posts that touch themes in your eBook

Help people become happier,
or don't even bother



Derek Halpern

Design+Format+Topic
It’s easy: Position, Create,
Promote, Connect!

Step 1: Position
your blog in the
marketplace

Provide people with...
a great reason to visit your site

an even better reason to keep coming back

Have a unique position in the marketplace
It's not about new ideas, it's about Design+Format+Topic

#1. Content
design

Have a unique design

It gives people something to remember you by

#2. Content
format

Deliver the
content
differently than
anyone else

If competitors run articles,
run videos

If they run videos and articles,
create PDFs or webinars

Types of content

Articles

Videos

Audio

Teleseminars

Webinars

PDF reports

Pre-recorded webinars

Checklists

Whitepapers

Live streaming video

Infographics

#3. Content
topic

Come up with a
newish niche topic

Combine 2 or 3
topics together

Be known for something

Branch out later

Step 2: Create
remarkable content

Create something worthy of remark

Six buttons of buzz

Push 1 to 3 of those buttons

Buttons

Taboo

Unusual

Outrageous

Hilarious

Remarkable (really cool, or surprising)

Secrets (kept and revealed)

Step 3: Promote
your content the
smart way

Get the word out

Social media tools

Twitter

Facebook

Google+

Links on
large
websites

Ask them

Alltop.com

Find blogs related to your main audiences

Craft a
personal
email

Share something valuable

Step 4: Convert
your traffic into
email subscribers /
customers

Focus on converting people into
email subscribers

For a news site
Create a curated news email letter that
saves people time

1. Email
signup
forms

At the top of your sidebar

At the end of your blog post

In your site's header or right below your
site's header in a feature box

2. Create an
incentive for
people to
sign up

People are hesitant to part with their emails

That incentive usually pushes them over
the edge to subscribe

Incentives

Webinars

PDF documents

Audios

Videos



Onibalusi
Bamidele

If I had to start over…
Love, respect and appreciate
your readers.

Be clear about what you're
blogging about

Position yourself as an expert

Choose one specific topic you'd like to be known for

Choose a major niche and focus on covering just that

Start guest blogging soon

Benefits
Instant boost in traffic and subscribers

Boost in search engine rankins

Pareto principle
Focus your efforts on writing only a few select guest
posts for the top blogs in your niche

Start building your
email list from day 1

It is your #1 asset as a blogger

Only your best readers will subscribe

It gives you easy access to people who...
trust you

are committed to your success

Pay attention to your readers

Respect is reciprocal

Visibly appreciate your readers' time
Respond to...

comments

queries

Give personal responses

Make it clear you love, respect and appreciate
their part in making your blog a success



Adam Toren

Social Media from
Scratch
Design your whole campaign
around a two-way dialogue with
your audience.

What is social
media good for?

Connecting with your audience

Building a community of engaged followers

Two-way dialog with...
customers

potential customers

Easy way for people to share
their experiences with your
business with their...

friends

connections

Gives people the sense that they
really know your company

Increased website traffic

Raising your bottom line

What matters is how many of
them care about what you have
to say

Step 1:
Plan it out

Create a social media marketing plan

Answer...
What do I want to accomplish?

How do I plan to make it happen?

Step 2:
Determine
your target

Know your target audience

Determine your ideal customer

Speak to their...

wants

needs

concerns

Answer...

Where do they hang out?

What do they like?

What do they dislike?

What are they talking about?

What problems or concerns are they voicing?

Step 3: Decide
where to focus
your social media
efforts

Tools

Facebook

Twitter

Google+

LinkedIn

YouTube
Second most used search
engine in the world

Flickr

Foursquare

Decide where your customers
can be found or gather the most

Step 4: Plan
your content

Plan out the type of content that
you will deliver on a daily basis

Map out...
posts to third-party sites

links on your site

Step 5: Plan
your time

You will stick with it and manage
it better if it's planned in your
schedule

Spend a certain amount of time
on social media at a certain time
of day each day

Be consistent

Step 6:
Engage

Don't post links without any engagement

Talk to them, build
relationships

Post questions to your audience

Answer questions they ask

Thank them

Comment on their comments

Re-post their content



Gini Dietrich

Stroke People’s Egos
Stroke people’s egos – it’s really
that simple.

People buy from people they...
like

trust

Stroke people's egos
Comment on their blogs

Be smart about what you say

Comment consistently

Building community

You don't have a community until people begin talking to one another
without your participation

Install Lifefyre

Drive conversation with consistent content

Make it fun

Additional things to consider
Know what your vision for your blog is

Have goals

Always have a call-to-action in your content



Marcus Sheridan

5 Levels of Networking
Like a Superstar
Great networking is king, and
awesome content sure does help!

Level I:
Comments/RT 101

You're just getting into the world of blogging

You're learning the ins and outs

You're commencing the process of finding blogs
and leaving "Great post" Well done! You rock!"
comments

You find out about Twitter retweeting

Level II: Advanced
commenting and
RT

You notice other bloggers
leaving thoughtful comments

You pick up on Twitter pros that
retweet and make the tweet
appealing

You think to yourself that by
adding some depth and creativity
to your comments and tweets,
you can get better results

Level III: Learning
to give love

You notice that higher level
bloggers have a tendency to
mention others

They spend as much time talking
about others as they do
themselves

You feel great for helping others
and your relationships with
those persons grow stronger
Everybody wins

Level IV: A
complete focus on
promoting others
as much as yourself

You are genuinely caring for the
success of others

You really want them to succeed

You write
full-blown articles
about people or
products you feel
are changing the
world

and expecting
nothing in return

New level of strength and synergy

Level V: Above
and beyond

You're looking for different ways
to give back and show kindness
to others while building your
networking community

When posting an article,
ask yourself

Who can you help today
with this article?



Corbett Barr

The Fear of Engagement
Yes, blogging and building an
audience is hard. Do it anyway.

It's not enough to
build an audience

Can you build a thriving, dedicated, engaged audience?

Create amazing content and share it

Be responsive to your audience and their needs

Prioritize your tasks and manage your time well

Be active in the comunities that pertain to your industry

Reason for
hesitation #1:
It can take
forever

Creating epic content takes a lot of time

Up to 10 hours per post

Some people need months of
learning and experimentation to
create the insanely useful
content it takes to stand out

You need to
promote it

Spending time on social
media sites and on
developing relationships
with other bloggers

Reason for
hesitation #2:
Rewards come
very slowly

It can take weeks/months/years
to develop an audience that you
have a real connection with

You need to devote a
ton of time to...

writing content

getting involved

getting to know
your readers

sharing your work

Reason for hesitation
#3: You may have
to disclose more
than you're
comfortable with

You need to write about and
share your personal experiences
and thoughts

It's best to let them know who
you areally are

Reason for
hesitation #4:
People will judge
you

Sometimes
negative
feedback can be
a great thing

Pointing out the things that you
could do better

Changing the way you think
about your own work and
opinions

Other times it will feel nasty and pointless

The real people (those who have read and
enjoyed your content) will sometimes take
offense and call you out on it.

If you try to please everyone, your
content won't be worth reading

Reason for
hesitation #5:
There's a
ridiculous amount
of competition

Be patient and put in your time

The more you write, promote and
connect, the better you will be at
all three

Be the best about your topic for
your particular niche

Compete in a smaller, less
crowded market

Ask
yourself

Why should someone
read my blog vs. the
hundreds or thousands of
other choices out there?

Reason for
hesitation #6:
Failure is a real
possibility

It depends on what you decide to
write about from day one

Make sure...
you're passionate about it

it's something that other people will be
interested in reading

You bring something valuable
and unique to the table

You are the only thing keeping
you from creating your business,
making your blog successful and
living the life you want



Evan Carmichael

The Internet Helps Those
Who Help Others
Be yourself – honestly and all the
time.

Create fantastic
content and use video

Be genuinely
passionate about
what you are doing

You can't fake it

Create amazing content

Video

Time consuming

Technically difficult

Sometimes expensive

It will pay for itself over time

Focus on a topic in your niche

Place it on your blog as a response to readers

Email it to your newsletter list

Put it on YouTube and other video sharing sites

Submit it to directories and forums

Use it to drive traffic back to your blog

Create awareness
with social media
and partnerships

Find and follow
bloggers with an active
and engaged twitter
feed

Retweet their posts

Send them information that is
relevant to their niche

LinkedIn Create a profile

Share your content
Facebook

YouTube

Guest posts
on your blog

Request content from bloggers you love

Create a list of the 50
best blogs in a niche

Contact every blogger in that
list and let them know
they've made the cut

Fost familiarity
with photos

Put yourself
out there

Tell people your name

Put up some photos

Talk about yourself

Add personal details

Build a personal and a
professional brand

Newsletters

Start it with a little
information about
what you're up to

Position
yourself as
an expert

Be regarded as an expert in your niche

Get people to start drawing on your skills

Help people

Find people to help
within your niche

Forums

Search for your keywords on Twitter

Get personal with them
Email

Phone

Be...

sincere

passionate

personal



Sean Platt

Grow the Right Audience
Be yourself, write what you’d want to
read, and talk to your audience.

Know who you're
speaking to

Find your
audience

Be sure you're writing to the right people

Determine your niche

Write with specificity so you're entering the conversation
that's already taking place in your reader's minds.

The more narrow your niche and the less others are
writing about it, the more you will stand out

Write about your passion
Words come easier

The copy you write rings with
the clarity of your true voice

Write about something you're naturally
knowledgeable in and curious about

Search for forums

Understand
your market's
language

Read the reviews
on Amazon for the
most popular
books in your
niche

What is selling?

What language is
people using?

Don't be
afraid of
SEO

Google follows people

People follow quality content

Semantic
indexing

Content written
for people

Use Wordpress with basic SEO
common sense and well written copy

Engage,
engage,
engage!

What matters is how engaged
your audience is, and how much
they've bonded to who you are
and what you do

not its size

You get what you give

Marketing
can be easy

Build an audience that will be
evangelical with your message, and do
the heavy lifting for you

Gather a crowd that is in alignment
with your goals

Your audience is
engaged if they're...

commenting

liking your posts on Facebook

re-tweeting you

linking to your work in their
own blog posts

spreading your word

Tell
stories

Connect with readers by...
opening up

sharing parts of yourself

Keep the more intimate details
of your life out of your copy

Treat your reader as an individual

Treat your readers like a friend

Be...

your most charming, best, wittiest self

conversational

authenticDon't manufacture stories

yourself

Marketing speak is not audience friendly

It's okay if your story
helps you sell something

There must be
value in the story

A good story...

entertains

provokes thought

inspires

prompts change

sparks...
debate

conversation

makes people feel a little less alone

Act
now

Have a call to action

Don't write just because

A great story gets them to fulfill
the call to action

Be
yourself

Be personal but be pointed

Lead your
audience
where
you want
them to
go

Make sure
that you
know...

where that is

what your purpose is
when you get there

Listen to your audience

Establish...
trust

rapport

Actively nurture all the attention you get

Turn attention into engagement

Use that engagement to build the
best business you can

Pay
attention

They can help you
see when...

you've gone off the rails

trends have radically changed

As you get more popular, you
will get more haters

Know where people stand on an
issue before writing about it

Go against the trends if they're bad

Utilize keywords, but only in a natural way

Be a friend,
gain a friend

Be...

entertaining

interesting

yourself

Always treat your readers with respect

Write stuff...
you're interested in

you'd want to read and talk about



Kristi Hines

Three Wishes
Choose your brand carefully,
create lists from day one, and be
careful who you get involved with.

Brand your name Use your name as your brand

Start a mailing list
from day one

It's a way to connect directly with your audience

You have a much better chance of being heard

Give them a little sometg extra

More content

Exclusive content

A great tip you haven't shared on your blog

Expand on an idea you shared publicly

Don't get involved with the
wrong crowd

Avoid anyone who attacks people who
strive to be better at what they do or
be more successful than they are

Don't waste time defending
yourself against them

Be around people who are happy for your success and the success of others

Focus on your own growth

Build a community that is supportive and positive



Linda Bustos

Make Yourself Indispensable
Make yourself absolutely and completely
indispensable through purpose,
differentiation, and flexibility.

Full-time
blogging

If you've got another job to do, it's almost impossible
to maintain frequent, high-quality blog content

Preparation
before
launching
your blog

Have at least 10 posts ready and waiting to go

Keep your editorial calendar
filled weeks/months in advance

Have a
purpose

Have a strong value proposition

Know...

why you're blogging

what you want

Teaching?

Offering opinion?

Generating sales?

Being a thought leader?

what you need to get out of it for it to
be worth your time

Research and
differentiation

Make sure you've got something new to say

Make yourself an indispensable resourceProcess of
growing an
audience

Posting great content

Sharing great content
Yours

Others

Linking to good resources

Sharing your opinions

Maintaining a consistent voice and approach

Engaging in thought leadership

Engagement

Trust

It is more important to have the trust of
your readers than to have their
comments or even their business

Comments are
over-rated

Few people read all of
the comments

Word of
mouth

The most effective way to get your
message out there

Great for SEO

Be willing to...
change your tactics

innovate

experiment

Pulling
the plug

When...

you start running out of ideas

the return on investment of your time decreases

you get bored

Decide what it would take for you to quit



Natalie Sisson

The Power of One
Give and give and give and give.

Audience

A blog is nothing without and engaged audience

They...

guide the blogger's journey

help you become a better...

writer

connector

provider of massive value

Rome was not built in a day.
Building a community takes...

hard work

epic content

continual promotion

Driving traffic and making
them stick around

Be yourself

Let your humor and
quirkiness shine through

Rant

Be provocative

Have a strong opinion

Own it when you screw up

Reach
out

Email
Hit up all your friends and ask them to
come and visit or share it with their
friends

Facebook
Send a message to a few key people
that have some "klout"

Post on your wall

LinkedIn Update your status

In person Tell everyone you meet

Your responsibility

Treat them like stars

Keep learning more about what makes them tick

Encourage comments on your blog

Thank people who share your content personally

Highlight new members of your
community on...

Facebook

your newsletter

Have...

purpose

big vision
goals

specific tactics

editorial calendar
Write

Every single day
In chunks at a time

Post an article 3 times a week

Document what you do
Record

See if there's a way you can turn it into
something valuable for your tribe

Edit a lot

Get away from it all
Read books outside your realm
of pressional interest

Have some fun

Audience
building
checklist

Google
Reader

Read the latest top blogs in...
business

social media

Comment on 5+ blogs / day

Check RSS feed for LinkedIn Answers for Small Business

Mail
Chimp

Check stats

Write a weekly newsletter

Respond to personal emails in reply to
your introduction email

Forums

Blogher, SethGodin, Linchpin,
Under30CEO, Tropical MBA Mastermind,
Think Traffic, Women Entrepreneurs,
Savour the Success, Small Business
Brief, Business.com Answers

Facebook

Leave a comment on 2 pages / day

Tag 1-3 new pages on your page / week

Work on one new promotion strategy / month

Twitter
Follow 40-50 new entrepreneurs / week

Converse and engage with 10 people / day

YouTube

Add 10 new people as friends and comment

Upload one new video / week and
submit to TubeMogul

Send new videos to 25 subscribers
who'd be interested and ask to share

LinkedIn

Connect with 5-10 entrepreneurs and
direct them to your blog

Submit new blog posts to groups

Skim through groups and contribute to 5 discussions

Relationship
Marketing

Introduce 2 people to your network

Submit 2 guest posts per month to major sites

Say yes to interview requests, radio
shows or guest blogs



Steve Kamb

One Email at a Time
Build your audience, one fan at a
time.

Pick a
topic

Something that interests you
100% of your passion
and your attention

Something you will enjoy working on
during months of work with zero payoff

Insanely
useful,
for free

Give away as much incredibly useful
and helpful content, completely for free

Establish
relationships
with bloggers
you admire

Leave well thought-out comments on their blogs

Email them only to let them know that
you're a fan of their work

Continue to send
the occasional email

Forward them articles
that might be helpful
to their community

Connect with them on Twitter

Turn your initial readers into
passionate followers

Connect with each of them

Become an
authority

Guest
posts

Work on a killer blog topic and outline
that is 100% perfect for their audiences

Take a
stance

On important issues

Let new folks know what you believe in
as a community

Adjust your writingOpt for

"us"

"we"

"our"

One email at a time
One fan at a time

Cherish each and every reader



Ana Hoffman

Not All Blogs Are
Created Equal
Be a doer, not a spectator.

Hard work
There is no...

way around it

silver bullet

secret

Start from the beginning

Stand
out

Go against the grain

Ask yourself

Is my blog worth reading?

Is my content awesome and unique?

Is it infused with personality?

Does it help my reader to solve
their problems?

Examine your
blog impartially

Ask a friend

Get an honest opinion

Find your voice

The one your already have

Don't create a blogging
persona that is a far cry from
who you really are

Create pillar content

Right off the bat

Edit yourself without mercy

Get a different point of view on the same
old stuff everybody else is writing about

Provoke your readers' minds

Create social proof

Existing engagement encourages
more engagement

Have enough posts

Launch without comments

Create a commenting tribe

Create more tweets

Create more Facebook shares

Limit the choice of social sharing buttons

Create profitable alliances
(Partnerships, joint ventures)

What matters is value

Work together with other bloggers to
achieve the greater good

Links to them, mention them

Promote them in a post

Guest posting

Making introductions

Swap ads
Find a blog with an untapped audience

Exchange traffic

Offer your
freebie as
a bonus

Find someone with a
great product

Co-registration

Promote each other on a
Thank You page that new
subscribers see after
signing up to your list

Product co-creation

Special discounts

Run a contest
Do it with a partner or two

Attract sponsors

Let them
know who
you are

Your "About Me" page
Talk about

Why you are blogging

What you're blogging about

Why they should read your blog

Don't get carried awayIt's still about them

Your "Contact Me" page

Phone number

Skype, AOL, Yahoo! messenger IDs

Links to Twitter, Facebook, Google+,...

"Contact Me" form



Dino Dogan

How to Create a
Community of Fanatics
Be a human, deliver the goods,
and have some fun.

Why create a
community of
fanatics?

They...

market for you while you sleep

field technical questions from other members

fulfill your help-desk tickets

recruit others to do the same

do it for free

They're passionate about...

you

your product

your brand

your cause

This enthusiasm cannot be bought with money

Principle #1:
It starts with
intention

Not the intention to create a community

SEO takes so long

Guest posting brings minimal efforts

Tribber works immediately and
almost effortlessly

Principle #2:
Know your
audience

Gender

Age

Race

Socio-economic status

Locale

Name

Fears

Frustrations

Pain-points

Passion

Principle #3:
Be a human

No one wants to
interact with a...

brand

logo

picture of your dog

Communities
are people

People want to interact
with other people

Use...
your own picture

your real name

Why are you saying what you're saying?

Be helpful with no expectation of outcome

They expect a certain level of service

Principle #4:
Customer service

Treat them like human beings

They want their
issue fixed

But you don't have to
solve it right away

Acknowledge them
immediately

Principle #5:
Have fun

Find meaning beyond the daily grind

Find your mission and let it out

Your community should have fun
participating in that community

Principle #6:
Positioning

1% of superstar bloggers receive
99% of the attention

Attention = ...

traffic

book deals

speaking engagements

business opportunities

money



Jeff Bullas

Building a Global
Engaged Audience
Careful planning and quality
execution leads to success.

Step 1: Identify your
passion and innate
abilities

Have an approach built upon intrinsic motivation

Do things because...

they matter

they're interesting

they are part of something important

Most financial incentives result in a
negative impact on overall performance

Long-lasting motivation is built on...

Autonomy

Mastery

Purpose

Blog about what you love doing in
combination with your innate talents

Find work that is play

Ask yourself

What comes easily for me?

What do I read until 2.30 in the morning?

What gets me up at 4.30am?

What do I enjoy doing?

What kind of things do people
compliment me on?

What activities give me spirit energy?

Step 2:
Create a plan
and
marketing
strategy

Write
business plan

marketing plan

Identify target audience(s)

Set quantitative and timely goals

Select marketing
tactis and tools

Facebook social plugin

Making it easy for
them to "like"

Monitor and measure

Success

Failures

Subscribing

Unsubscribing

Key performance
indicators

Sales per month

Traffic

Subscribers

Step 3: Build the
blog and
blogging basics

Buy your own domain name

Purchase a WordPress template

Hire a good web designer

Choose your medium

Social media share buttons

Allow readers to subscribe via RSS and email

Provide buttons for people to subscribe to
your social media channels

Regularly publish content to your blog

Display credibility banners

"About" or "Bio" menu tab

Good headlines

Social comment system that displays
comments and reactions

Step 4: Create
content that engages
your audience

Come up with
ideas for content
consistently

Industry trends

Write content in their language and publish
on to the platforms they frequent

Customers' successes (case studies)

What not to do

Interview a successful client

Write articles for each vertical market

Brainstorm with colleagues and
management

Subscribe to top industry blogs for ideas

Look through latest news releases

Invite others in your organization to write

Interview successful people in your industry

Turn your "how to" blog posts into videos

Include a great iconic image at the start of your posts

Upload your PowerPoint presentations to
SlideShare and embed them in your blog posts

Run polls and surveys on your blog

Write
compelling
headlines

Get what you want
The Secret to Getting More Money
For Your Property

Crystal ball and history
10 Predictions on the Future
of Social Media

Problems and fearsGet Rid of Your Debt Once and For All

Fact, fiction,
truth and lies

Little Known Ways to Make Money On
The Stock Exchange

How to, tricks of the tradeHow To Plan The Ultimate Holiday

Best and worstThe 10 Worst Mistakes Made by Bloggers

List50 Ways To Optimize Your Blog

Structure the
article so they
want to keep on
reading

Skimming through your article is the norm

People are seeking solutions and answers to their problems

Intro

The intro is next in importance after the headline

Save time

Post a question

Open with a quote

Provide a powerful personal story

Quote an enticing fact or statistic

Create context

Paint a mental picture

Analogies and other tricks

Use keywords

Write subtitles

Use images

Consider a video

Hyperlinks

Break your content into chunks

Italics

Call out box or block quote

Short paragraphs

Bullet points

Short numbered list

Close the loop by tying it back to the beginning

Step 5: How to market to a global
audience with social media

Step 6: Maintain the momentum

Reading

SharingTalking to your tribe of likeminded people

DisruptingPush yourself into new areas

Persist



Jk Allen

Six Tips to Build an
Engaged Audience from
Scratch
Remember that every teacher
was once a student.

Measuring audience
engagement

Interactions with
your blog posts

Valuable comments

Emails

Social media sharing

Response to your
calls to take action

Pick the
right niche

Ask
myself

Can I write about this subject
matter every day?

Do I have enough interest to keep
focused in this area?

Do I have personal experiences within
the niche that I'm willing to share with
strangers?

Create the type of content that invokes
interest and learning for others

Define your audience
Always have that group in mind

Direct your content to their level and interests
Have a humble
approach

Every teacher was once a student

The best teachers remain
students forever

People don't like know-it-all's

Be imperfect
Admit to being wrong

Show that you're just as
human as they are

Display humility from time to time

Keep
focused

Initially, have focus and a
clear direction

Write from
personal
experience

It creates emotion and interest

It helps establish credibility

It makes for a personable
experience for your audience

It creates higher engagement
and interest

Request interaction

Extend the overall value of the content

The discussion will bring about
different experiences and
introduce new perspectives



Steve Scott

12 Steps to Building an
Engaged Audience
Working hard is not optional.

The "right"
way to do
things

The real deal will show you the results
and let you have an honest appraisal of
the work and effort required

Effort

You cannot get something from nothing

You need to do the work

Engage others yourself

See what
works for you

If something does not work, try a
different approach

Have a
game plan

Formal Business plan with strict goals

Informal
Ideas scratched on the back of beer coasters

Idea of what your goals and plans are

Set milestones

Make goals

Be a "real"
person

Develop a real voice while writing

If you're new at something, be honest about it

Be yourself and keep it real

Don't think about
yourself

You gain friends by having people
you enjoy being around talking too

Get out there
and find others

Get out there and find them

Do searches for blogs with keywords

Read some articles

When you find sites you like, comment on them

Add the sites to some sort of database Excel

Be everywhere
Reach critical mass

Guest posts on lots of sites

Always reply
At least acknowledge comments

Try to reply all comments until it
becomes impractical to do so

Be likeable

It's all about personal style

Be...

funny

honest

personal

knowledgeable

Types of articles
people respond to

Ask questions

Lists

Funny

Actionable

Heartfelt

Social media:
Be a master

Strong presence on
one social network

Become a thought leader

Be a content
curator

Tweet and link other people's quality work

Praise and promote others as well as yourself

Become a thought leader on your topic

Find a
tribe/community

They act as sounding boards,
sanity checks and general help in
sendin your message

Gain feedback and
adjust your plans

Every good plan works in a loop

Measure
your results

Over a long enough time frame

Do not micro-manage them



Tyler Tervooren

The Fundamentals are
Timeless
Be a leader, show humility, be
consistent, move forward.

Lesson #1:
Leadership

Take real ownership of your ideas

Start doing your big plans

To be an effective leader, you must inspire

To inspire, you must deliver your
message through...

words

actions

A good bobs never asks her employees to do
something she isn't willing to do herself

Lesson #2:
Humility

Be humble

Accept that you don't have all the answers

The best answer often comes from the
community itself

Ask the community what it wants

Email

Surveys

Blog comments

Make the final decision

Learn from successes Learn from others who've gone before you

Learn, then act

Lesson #3:
Consistency

Permanent and solid
Reassure your community that
it will be around for long

Longevity is a powerful motivator

Lesson #4:
Forward motion

They want to be
led somewhere

They need to see that it's
going somewhere

Help people propel
themselves forward

Mission
statement

Easy to understand

Explains exactly what they
can expect to gain

Lesson #5: Never
be afraid to screw
everything up
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